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Here it is crucial that excavation be done accurately -and reported completely! Finally, ancient documents mentioning massebot, primarily the Old Testament, show how certain ancient individuals conceived these stones. Unfortunately, many of the Old Testament authors branded them as highly improper without disclosing the significance ascribed to them by their users. One must take this disapproval into account when using this evidence.
We have here reached the most crucial point in any attempt to study massebot. What is our basic understanding of the masseba? By what principle shall one devise the categories of a typology by which we describe the uses of these stones? The decision at this point will inexorably shape what follows. In the late 19th century, some described the large rude stones known then, existing above the surface, as phallic emblems. These were said to symbolize the fertile powers of Baal, consort of the goddess Asherah, whose symbol was the sacred tree standing beside the masseba. Subsequent excavation of a host of massebot carefully shaped into flat slabs clearly disproves such phallic theories. Many scholars viewed the masseba as a sacred stone, the abode of some animistic spirit, either of a deity, demon, or dead man. Animism has fallen into disfavor and the sacredness inhering in a masseba is described today in terms more similar to mana. The stone is conceived as a medium of power, as charged with a concentration of the divine power operative in the whole sacred area. Still other scholars described the masseba as a variety of idol, a representation of the deity, effecting his presence in that place. The present writer takes a different point of departure. (Indeed, the observant reader will note that it has shaped this discussion from the very first paragraph.) It will be assumed here that the ancient Palestinians thought of massebot as standing stones and that these stones served as markers, reminders, jogs for the memory. The etymology of the term suggests this; and, much more significantly, most excavated massebot have been shaped and worked to resemble the steles, the inscribed standing stones, of the surrounding countries which clearly served this function. This is the crucial assumption.
Briefly stated, the masseba may perform four functions: memorial, to mark the memory of a dead person; legal, to mark a legal relationship between two or more individuals; commemorative, to commemorate an event, and more specifically, to call to mind the participants in all the honor and glory of that event; and cultic, to mark the sacred area where the deity might be found, or more narrowly, to mark that exact point where the deity is cultically immanent, where worship and sacrifice will reach the deity. It is important to note that a single stone was not limited to a single function but often carried out several at one and the same time.
One other very important point. This typology does not intend to say that the idea of "marker" exhausts the functions of all standing stones. First of all, steles are not only standing stones but also bear inscriptions, symbols, or figures. The stele functions not only as a standing stone, but also as document and likeness. In fact, it is actually these elements which most directly execute some of the total functions of the stele! Furthermore, the plain massebot undoubtedly had other functions attached to them, functions which were actually proper to images, holy stones, or the inscriptions and figures on steles. The present writer feels that precision is best served if we speak of such functions as being transferred to massebot, not inherent in them. Thus while our typology is based on the masseba as marker, it allows that other functions were transferred. In some cases these transferred functions even became primary. Certain biblical writers, for example, considered the massebot as a variety of idols (Lev. 26:1, Micah 5:13). Cultic stones had a special tendency to assume transferred functions so that for many these stones "enabled" or "eff,ited" the deity's presence. The precise conception of a function transferred Lo a plain masseba is not only difficult to recover, but likely varied conLsiderably according to period, culture, and even individual. The relief on an intriguing stele from Ugarit depicts two men with raisedl arms before a table with several objects on it (ANEP, 608). Lack of inscription renders certainty impossible, but it may well mark a contract or treaty and depict the moment of the oath confirming the contract recorded in the cuneiform tablets lying on the table.
Legal functions are well known among Old Testament massebot. Jacob and Laban set up a masseba -as well as a cairn according to the present text -at the border of Aram and Gilead on the occasion of a treaty (Gen. 31:45-52). The stone marked both the terms of the contract and the border between these lands. Moses erected twelve massebot at Sinai, one for each tribe (Ex. 24:4). We are not told whether they circled the altar of Yahweh or stood in a line. In any case, they marked both the relationship of each tribe to Yahweh and the fact that the relationship of the tribes was founded on their common commitment Standing stones were commonly used to mark the memory of the dead and often also to mark the position of his grave. The use of memorial stones was most fully developed in the thousands upon thousands of funerary steles in Egypt.3 Such a stele did much more than memorialize the dead and mark his grave. It marked the proper spot for funerary offerings on the offering table so often set at its base. It was covered with pictures and inscriptions: the name which would effectively invoke the deceased in ritual, a picture of the deceased which would lend him a sort of existence and form a channel of his communication with the living, and food and furniture listed and pictured for use in the other world. In short, the stone and the figures and inscriptions upon it served to supply the needs of the dead, especially by expediting his funerary cult.
Memorial stone tradition was firmly rooted in Syria-Palestine, though their functions were usually considerably less complicated. Many Phoenician and Mediterranean memorial stones bear short funerary inscriptions. In fact, almost every use of the term msbt, the Phoenician cognate of the Hebrew massjbdh, occurs in these funerary inscriptions, referring to the inscribed stone itself. There was a strong tradition for memorial stones among the Arameans of early first-millennium Syria. Many bore reliefs depicting one or two deceased sitting at a banquet table, sometimes with a servant in attendance (ANEP, 631-33). One of these was found at a tomb beside the royal hilani palace at Zinjirli, marking the burial spot (ANEP, 630). The banquet scene suggests the importance of food for the dead and the possibility that, as in Egypt, offerings were made for the dead. One cemetery near Carchemish has in fact yielded several offering tables in addition to two banquet-scene funerary steles, though in mixed contexts.5 Ekrem Akurgal theorizes that the Arameans borrowed these banquet scenes from the Hittites for whom they depicted offerings to the gods.6 Perhaps the ancient Aramean did not draw so careful a distinction between them. We know the Hittites considered their kings to have been deified on death. The category of 'eldhim, "gods," included many sorts of more-than-human spirits. When the witch of Endor "raised" Samuel from the dead for Saul she cried out because she saw a "god" rising from the earth (I Sam. alluvial plain of Babylonia limited the use of costly standing stones to those few of considerable means.) The Assyrian royal steles had the explicit secondary function of proclaiming the famous memory of the king beyond his death. One of the most remarkable set of steles in the Near East was found at Assur.7 More than 130 stones were set in two rows facing one another just within the city walls. One memorialized kings, the other important officials. These steles differ from most steles in this area (which are regularly covered fully by figure and inscription) in that they bear only a brief inscription, "Image of NN," set within a small niche on the stone. In addition to the obvious memorial function, these rows were apparently meant to serve as a sort of "walk-in calendar." Not only were the stones arranged in a generally chronological order from east to west, but the individuals memorialized were those named in the eponym lists, the lists used by the Assyrians for computing dates. This third function may also be said to be a transferred function. For it is the proper function of a "dedicated" gift to call for the deity's benevolence. A "dedicated;' gift often bears a dedicatory inscription quite similar to the votive inscription. It names the object offered, the donor, and the deity and includes the crucial part, a petition; but there is no mention of a vow or answer to prayer. The dedicated object is a gift intended to foster the deity's goodwill. Now it is a striking fact that in the two best-known collections of North-west Semitic inscriptions'12 the overwhelming majority of votive inscriptions is on steles. On the other hand, simple dedicatory inscriptions are not found on steles, but always on other objects. Why was the stele especially suited as a votive gift? Perhaps the Old Testament practice of vows supplies the answer. The Israelite repaid a vow by reciting a "thanksgiving psalm" in the sanctuary. Thanksgiving psalms emphasize the duty of repaying God by proclaiming his goodness to the worshipping community. This is precisely the function for which the stele was fashioned! It is a marker. It was a public monument, marking the answer to prayer, thereby glorifying the deity before the worshipping community.
On the other hand, the dedicated gift was not intended for the community, but to gain the god's favor. Size and visibility to human (Vol. XXXV, eyes were not crucial, but rather proximity to the sacred precinct and usefulness and value to the deity. Thus dedicated gifts tend to be objects of cultic furniture -altars, statues, etc. -and are often made of precious materials, gold, silver, marble, etc.
To sum up then: this third function of the votive stele, that of calling for a future benevolence, may be viewed also as a transterred function. The stele is not only a marker but also a gift dedicated to his further favor towards the donor.
Sir Flinders Petrie discovered a curious series of small tablets in the Cultic stones mark the place where the deity is in some manner immanent so that worship offered there reaches him or her. They may mark this immanence either generally, by being placed at the entry or boundary of the holy place, or more specifically, by being set beside the altar or offering table, the exact spot of cultic intercourse between worshipper and deity. The small stele-with-offering table, bearing a sun disc symbol of the deity (Fig. 2g) , from Ugarit is the clearest example of such a cultic function for a figured stele.
Royal Assyrian steles also fulfilled cultic functions. The Bronze Gate of Balawat depicts sacrifice before a royal stele (ANEP, 364 and p. 292). A small altar was found before a royal stele at Nimrud.14 Presumably the symbols of the deities regularly found on royal stones served as the focus of the worship. In fact, the worshipper probably conceived himself to be joining the king in his worship, (and recognizing his rule!), since the king is himself depicted in an attitude of devotion towards these symbols of the deities (ANEP, 442-44, 447). Thus these royal Assyrian steles could serve all four basic functions: legal, Interest has usually centered on Jacob's description of this masseba: "This stone, which I have set up as a masseba, will be a house of God" (Gen. 28:22). "House of God" is the usual term for "temple." Just how far are we to press this term in understanding massebot? In some way this stone symbolized or was a temple in miniature. Now some ancients probably did conceive of the deity "dwelling" in the stone in the literal sense of the term. Yet in this context it is also a pun on the name of the place, Bethel, which means "house of God." Likewise, since the stone was the only object here, it is true in a sense to say that it was the sanctuary/temple. Many French and some English writers use the term "betyl" to refer to venerated sacred stones, especially of certain stones and symbols of stones in reliefs from Syria, Petra, and Carthage."1 There are continuities between these "betyls" and Bronze and Iron age standing stones, but the discontinuities are also impressive. These "betyls" date to a period of massive extra-Semitic cultural influences which brought great opportunities for transferral of functions. An extreme example is the omphaloid "idole bitylique"'8 which was clothed in garments and jewelry and transported in procession, treatment typical for an idol but hardly a standing stone. Furthermore, these "betyls" tend to be squatter, more block-like, which suggests a certain loss of feeling for them as standing stones. In sum, these later betyls deserve a special study of their own to define more precisely their functions and relationships with earlier standing stones.
Typology of the Form of Massebot
Paul Lapp was the first to attempt a broad typology by which to describe the forms of massebot.'1 Enlarging on his work, five categories may be distinguished: rude, either in a natural state or only roughly worked; slab, of uniform thickness, the most common form, often with rounded top and sometimes tapering (Figs. 2a and b) ; round, usually with a single flat face, as if to receive an inscription (Figs. 2e and f) , vary rarely a true cone; obeliskoid, common at Byblos, with all four faces tapering, yet not exactly equal, so not a true obelisk (Fig. 2d); sq(Jare, rare, with width equal to or only slightly greater than the thickness (Fig. 2c) . (Figs. 1 and 3) . It is hardly surprising that the earlier stones, such as those of the Middle Bronze alignment at Gezer (Fig. 9) and the earlier stones known from Transjordan, tend to be larger, roughhewn "rude" type. Presumably this is due to more primitive quarrying tools.
Unfortunately, as clear as these categories of form appear, no significant correlation between form and function suggests itself. One geographical distinction is to be noted. The obeliskoid form is limited to Byblos

Excavated Massebot
The very beginning of archaeological work in Palestine at the turn of the century uncovered rows of standing stones. Excavators were eager 16 to claim that these stones were sacred massebot -though in a surprising number of cases they had to admit that the stones had been "reused" structurally, rebuilt into later walls.20 This eagerness was partly due to ideas about primitive religion popular then which made much of "sacred stones." According to the theory of animism, primitive men believed that spirits and demons "dwelled" or "had their abode" in J% . (Fig. 3) . By good fortune offering vessels were found still in place on the altar or offering table before it. Thus far we have only the report that this was found "on a street."22 We eagerly await the excavator's final report, but even that will not answer all the questions that rush to mind. This was clearly a cultic stone, marking the offering place. But did it also function as a commemorative or legal stone? What was the nature of the offerings -and other cultic acts here? To which deity were they offered? Why was it set up here? For a semi-private cult or for official acts? Were the buildings in the vicinity private or public? All this illustrates the difficulty involved in interpreting massebot. The context is curious. This compartment continued a narrow doorway opening to the rock scarp behind it, just 10-30 cm. away (see Fig. 7 ). One could hardly walk through it, and Miss Kenyon suggests it was intended to supply access to the rock for some ritual such as pouring libations. In that rock scarp below was a shallow cave with a cache of pottery vessels of about 800 B.C. (but not bones) , and yet another cache and cave was just to the south. The hollow installation set on the scarp just above the room (Fig. 7) has been interpreted as an altar, though this is by no means certain. All of this surely suggests a cenotaph, a memorial installation with two massebot memorializing deceased persons, perhaps parents of an important family. shaping into conical or round-with-face shapes. Three roughly-cut arched slabs were discovered in the storage room of the cultic structure at l'aanach (Fig. 8) . We may imagine that all these were used to "make" a sanctified spot, to form a focus for worship and prayer, much as a crucifix or menorah today is set up to lorm a devotional center. Or they may have been left as "stones of petition," after an urgent petition or vow was made. (Is this the function of the two miniature stones in Figure 4 ?) The Egyptian stones of petition mentioned above were also noted for their small size. It is possible, too, that these miniature stones were used in imitation of the practice of setting up larger permanent stones at the fulfillment of a vow. Here especially the cost factor may be significant. One can well imagine poorer, lower classes appropriating in simpler, less costly form, the practices of those of a higher economic and social status.
Alignments
Most intriguing of all massebot are those in multiple alignments. Rows of huge rude stones have long been known to exist in Transjordan at Lejun, Ader, and Bab edh-Dhra'. Rows of massebot have been excavated at Gezer, Hazor, Byblos, and now near the copper mines at Timna. Why more than one stone? Sclholars have not seriously advocated that they represent a "council" of a number of deities. Alignments are understood rather as memorials in a mortuary cult or a series ot commemorative votive stones. In an iml)ortant recent contribution, Eugene Stockton has argued persuasively that such stones were intended to serve as surrogates for individuals who wished to be represented continually before their deity in the sanctuary." 4W. F. Albright has argued thlat the masselot of the "high places" denounced in the Old Testament were used in a mortuary cult. While other peoples apparently had such cults, the minimal evidence for (or polemic against!) a cult of the dead in the Old Testament renders this doubtful.:15
The Gezer stones36 are the most striking, for several stand over ten feet high (Fig. 9) This unpretentious shrine of one room, probably unroofed, was built originally in the lower city in Stratum IB (14th century) . In its earlier phase the room had benches, two offering slabs, a small niche in the western wall, and a number of massebot. One was found in debris filling the room, and seventeen round-with-face stones were found flung on the nearby slope in destruction debris of this stratum. 
